
Theme. The theme of the Song of Songs is love. Other Bible books teach us
several forms of love. Christ, for best instance, exhibited sacrificial love, in Greek
term agape. David and Saul’s son Jonathan shared brotherly love, in Greek term
philia, not far from the love between parent and child in filial relationship, exhibited
by Hannah and young Samuel. Many Bible figures show a caring love, in Greek
storge, meaning empathy, perhaps best illustrated in Christ’s parable of the Good
Samaritan. Each of these forms of love finds frequent mention and natural place in
the Bible, which readers rightly regard as a moral, indeed the supremely moral,
book. The form of love, though, that the Song of Songs celebrates is eros, referring
to sexual attraction specifically and intimate attraction, perhaps deep-heart
attraction, more broadly. Yes, the Bible addresses sexual attraction in positive
relational terms, not simply negative or procreative terms. Watch, though, how
Song of Songs treats the subject of physical attraction, in celebration
acknowledging risk, marked by constraint to proper bounds, and as allegory for
something deeper and richer.

Author. Tradition and internal evidence, including several explicit references to
the king, one of which gives his direct attribution, credit Solomon with writing the
Song of Songs, which we also know as the Song of Solomon. Verse 1:1 is simply,
“The Song of Songs, which is Solomon’s.” Crediting Solomon with a love song
would make sense simply from the fact of his seven-hundred wives and
three-hundred concubines. The song also devotes its whole to elevating the kingly
male lover above all others, as Solomon in his power, influence, wealth, and sexual
appeal or prowess stood above all Israel’s kings. Solomon was clearly the song’s
male type, if not its self-aggrandizing, or perhaps only frank, author. If Solomon is
indeed the author, then he may have written the song earlier in his 971 to 931 B.C.
reign, when his ardor may have better matched the song’s heights. Do old men write
love songs? The song also mentions his harem of one-hundred-forty women, which
would have been well before Solomon had amassed his harem of one thousand,
mentioned 1 Kings 11:3. No other known author than Solomon appears to have had
plausible reason to write the song nor to promote it into the Hebrew canon, although
unknown authors would also have had good reason to include it.

Context. As to its canonical context, the Song of Songs is an appropriate last of
the five wisdom books. What more, after such a moving expression of love, can one
say about wisdom? The Song of Songs wraps the wisdom subject into a neat
package, putting a most-attractive bow on it. The Song of Songs seems to say to the
reader to take a deep breath, pause, and exhale, before reading on in the Hebrew
Bible. The historical context for Song of Songs also bears consideration. Assuming
Solomon’s early authorship, the song would have arisen much like Israel’s glory



dawn. Solomon may have just built the temple or just completed his nearby palace.
Perhaps the Queen of Sheba had just visited to celebrate Solomon and the Israelite
nation’s burgeoning status and influence. In that world context, every Israelite must
have felt as if the nation indeed had no limit in the embracing arms of God. The
Song of Songs would have perfectly recognized and amplified that national mood,
also giving context to its extraordinary king Solomon’s growing harem. Unbounded
hope for a glorious future is a beautiful thing. Reading the Song of Songs in that
canonical and historical context gives the song even greater burnish.

Structure. The Song of Songs has a natural structure for what it so effectively
accomplishes. Its first part involves the lovers’ courtship, its second part the lovers’
wedding, and its third part the lovers’ marriage. In both subtle and not-so-subtle
hints, the first part focuses on the lovers’ shared allure, how beautiful is the bride
like a lily among thorns, and how fetching the kingly groom in his banquet hall
bannered with love. The second part focuses on the wedding’s glory, neither lover
seeing any flaw in the other in their consummation. The third part focuses on the
lovers’ possession of one another, reflected in Song of Songs 6:3 that “I am my
lover’s and my lover is mine,” and natural fears over that possession. The Song of
Songs has another structure, though, that heightens its power. The lovers go through
several cycles of approach, opportunity for embrace, and then distance with
embrace unfulfilled or at least untold. The song is not exactly explicit, although
coming close. The song focuses somewhat more on the relational rather than
sensual aspects of intimate love. The song’s format as a duet in which the lovers
sing back and forth to one another, occasionally separated by an enthralled chorus,
entirely fulfills its object. Read the Song of Songs appreciating how each of these
structures serves the song’s theme and purposes.

Key Events. The song’s major events, just mentioned, are the lovers’ courtship,
wedding, and ensuing marriage. The wedding, celebrated from verse 3:6, is perhaps
the song’s main point. Its long description makes sure that the reader appreciates the
value, or perhaps the glory, or maybe the pleasure, of marital bliss, consummation
of which verses 5:1-6 mark. Immediately, the Song of Songs turns to a very
different event, as the bride prepares for her groom but discovers that he has left her
to be beaten by the city’s watchmen. The song swiftly resumes its marriage
celebration until, a chapter later in verses 6:11-12, another puzzling interlude (so
titled) shifts one of the two to a scene “among the chariots of my willing people.”
The song’s last chapter ends with the couple’s embrace, the bride’s utter confidence
in her groom, a warning to keep sexual access like a well-guarded wall, and the
bride’s call for the groom to run away with her. While these events, other than the
two interludes, make sense within the courtship narrative, they may also allegorize



God’s intimate, even jealous relationship with his people, not to mention Christ’s
relationship with his bride the church. The reader can find similar allegorical
meaning for the book’s two unusual interludes, whether allegory was the author’s
intent or not.

Key Locations. The song’s lovers contemplate and pursue one another in and
around several locations (whether real, imagined, or allegorical) common to the
time, including vineyards, fields, pastures, wilderness, mountains, valleys, clefts,
houses, markets, squares, streets, walls, fountains, and streams. The song’s location
imagery is powerful and varied. Yet frankly, the Song of Songs’ key location is
likely instead the marriage bed, both anticipated and consummated. Verse 1:16
records the bride delighting in her lover, adding that their bed is fresh. Verse 3:1 has
the bride seeking her love all night long on her bed. As to external locations, the
Song of Songs several times mentions the daughters of Jerusalem searching for the
groom, finding the groom, and swearing not to arouse desire. These references are
the clearest suggestion that the author set the song in and around the nation’s
capitol, the City of David and home of Solomon. These locations, both marriage
bed and Jerusalem, lend further symbolic support for the song’s allegorical
description of God’s relationship with his people and Christ’s relationship with his
church.

Revelation of Christ. Note the unusual form of Song of Songs’ title. What does
an author gain by repeating a word in such form? The Bible does so in a handful of
other places, most notably with respect to Jesus Christ, referenced in Revelation
17:14 as the Lord of lords and King of kings. Similarly, some translations refer to
the innermost place in the temple, where God dwelled and appeared, as the Holy of
holies, seen for instance in Ezekiel 41:4, 21, 23. The connotation is simply that the
person, place, or thing so described is the archetype, the original, the greater and
greatest of that person, place, or thing. The Song of Songs is thus the archetypical
song, the original and greatest love song one could sing, which all other such songs
merely copy, or from which all such songs emanate. So, too, is Christ over all
persons, the great I am, God’s eternally created Son of Man, both progenitor and
end. Christ is ruler and Lord but also wisdom and love, both eternal and incarnate.
By pointing us to the greatest possible love, even intimate love, the Song of Songs
points us to the King of kings. Let the reader decide whether the Song of Songs’
courtship is allegory for Christ’s relationship with his church. The song offers us
one more glimpse of Christ when verse 8:6 says that love is as strong as death.
Christ’s love conquered our death.

Application. The Song of Songs supplies several significant applications. First,
sexual difference and sexual union are God’s design, the latter after appropriate



courtship, ceremony, and marriage. Intimacy occurs between two opposites
committed to serving as one another’s essential other, just as God first formed
Adam and Eve in his garden paradise. Second, the journey toward intimacy is a
large part, perhaps even the primary part, of its pleasure. Surely, relationship
matters above sensual satisfaction. Godly intimacy does not objectify the other but
instead heightens the value of the person. The Song of Songs’ lessons, though, don’t
stop with the persons involved in the intimate relationship. In verse 8:9, brothers
commit to protect their little sister who may, they recognize, be her own protector
or, conversely, be unwisely too willing to entertain suitors. We should not only
conduct ourselves appropriately but also watch for how we can protect others who
are not so wise, especially vulnerable family members. Sexual intimacy, we know,
is a powerful dynamic. Yet like every good thing, it has its place. The more we keep
it in its proper place, the more we can enjoy it. God first, without bounds. Let him
direct our course in intimacy as elsewhere.

Memory Verses. 1:7: You whom my soul loves, tell me where you pasture your
flock, where you rest your sheep at noon. 2:4: He has brought me to the reception
hall, and his banner over me is love. 2:8: Listen! It’s my lover! Look! Here he
comes, leaping on the mountains, bounding over the hills. 2:15: Catch the foxes for
us, the little foxes that ruin the vineyards, our vineyards that are in blossom. 3:1:
All night long on my bed I sought the one my soul loves. 4:7: You are altogether
beautiful, my darling. There is no flaw in you. 6:3: I am my lover’s, and my lover is
mine. 8:6: Place me like a seal over your heart, like a seal on your arm, because
love is as strong as death. Its passion is as relentless as the grave.


